500+ UNITS
of fresh, never-before-seen inventory included in the Element open weekend sale. Take advantage of this fresh Element inventory on OVE!

FRIDAY–MONDAY | 4PM EST - 5PM EST

— Element on OVE —
An Open Sale Featuring
Fresh inventory in every sale

Why OVE?
- Buy and sell 24/7 with new listings every day.
- More than 100,000 listings daily.
- Quick and easy search to get the vehicles you need.
- More than just no-sales – Find cars before they hit the block and cars that don’t hit the block.

*IMPORTANT NOTICE: Nothing herein shall be construed as constituting the creation of an employment, agency, partnership, joint venture, fiduciary or similar relationship between Element and the auction company or any other company or person. The administration of the sale events and related promotions (including fulfillment of any prizes or awards) is facilitated and administered by the auction company, and not by Element or any of its affiliates which takes no responsibility for the sale events or any related promotions. All participants are bound by the official rules which can be obtained at participating auction company locations, or otherwise from the auction company upon request.